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Problem: 
Around the world, 775 million people live without power. And sadly, this number has remained 
the same or even increased in the last couple of years. Escalating food and fuel prices, 
especially for impoverished families in developing and/ or war-torn nations, have left many of 
the most vulnerable cut off from the power grid. This leaves the children growing up in these 
communities at a great disadvantage. Beyond the loss of the basic necessities that ease life for 
people on a working power grid, the loss of light has been the most pervasive problem for 
people living in these conditions- especially children. Without a dependable, affordable and safe 
source of light, when the sun goes down, their day essentially ends. Simple tasks, such as using 
the outdoor latrine or trying to do homework, become dangerous. And using a candle or 
kerosene lamp poses huge fire risks, especially if the family lives in a small wooden home.  
 
Solution:  
To help address this problem, Love Without Boundaries partnered with Solight Design, the 
maker of the SolarPuff light. SolarPuff lights are handheld lights that are bright, waterproof, 
durable and sustainable. They charge during the day in the sunlight, and by nighttime they can 
provide up to 12 hours of light. For the last seven years, Love Without Boundaries has 
distributed 9,880 SolarPuff lights to those living in darkness in Cambodia, India, Guatemala, 
Uganda and Ukraine.  
 
“We at Solight have been blessed with our partnership with Love Without Boundaries for many 
years now and have delighted the hearts and minds of children in Ukraine, India, Guatemala, 
Cambodia, Uganda and more,” said Solight Design founder Alice Chun. “Our lights have 
brought joy and created safer environments for homework. We hope to continue to bring safety 
and hope with our SolarPuff lights to children in need around the world. We pray for a bright 
future for their families and ours. We stand together as one for the benefit of all. Thank you Love 
Without Boundaries!”  
 
In the future, Love Without Boundaries hopes to continue its Solight campaign by turning 
donations received into sustainable, ecologically friendly illumination for children in darkness. To 
donate, visit lovewithoutboundaries.com/donate.  
 
About Love Without Boundaries:  
Love Without Boundaries (LWB) is an international charity that provides hope and healing to 
vulnerable children and underserved communities through its education, nutrition, medical, and 
foster care programs. LWB is dedicated to helping children through ongoing programs in China, 
Cambodia, Guatemala, India, and Uganda. Efforts include medical, foster care, education, and  
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nutrition assistance for children in need; life-changing surgeries and medical care for children 
with a wide range of medical issues; nurturing care for orphaned children with often critical 
medical needs in specialized healing homes; well-monitored foster care programs, allowing 
children who have been orphaned, trafficked, or abused the opportunity to live in supportive, 
family-based care; quality formula for babies in the organization’s foster care program and 
healing homes; schools for children in rural villages, tuition support, college scholarships and life 
skills training; nutrition support, including daily hot lunches for children in LWB schools, to fight 
childhood malnutrition; and essential living supplies for children in need. 
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